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Calix End-to-
End Deployment 
Services  
Accelerate Your Broadband Network 
Evolution with Calix Services 
Building a new network? Expanding an existing one? Two objectives matter 
in quality build outs: faster time to market and effective project execution.  
Faster network completion accelerates revenue realization and also prevents 
competitors gaining a foothold in your market. Meeting project objectives is the 
result of effective communication, planning and oversight leveraging the latest 
in industry best practices and trained engineers and network designers enabling 
projects to finish on time, on budget and in a quality manner. 
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CALIX DEPLOYMENT SERVICES HELP 
TRANSFORM YOUR NETWORK

Calix Professional Services is there with you 
at every step along your Network Evolution 
Life Cycle to help you design, deploy, build 
and activate your broadband network. 
We have accelerated the build outs for 
telecommunications cooperatives, CLECs and 
traditional Communications Service Providers 
(CSPs) by up to 75% on their transformation 
and expansion projects helping them to reduce 
time-to-market and scale their operations and 
installation teams. We have helped organizations including Electric Coops and Municipalities 
rapidly deploy their networks and create an entirely new and improved broadband experience 
for their members and residents. 

CALIX END-TO-END DEPLOYMENT SERVICES

Calix Professional Services offers a complete end-to-end deployment engagement delivered 
by a highly trained technical team of Network and Field Services Engineers with a strong track 
record of successful network build outs both domestically and internationally.  

Calix Deployment Services takes the guesswork out of implementing your new broadband 
access network by providing engineering, electronics and ancillary equipment sourcing, and 
installation services (Engineer, Furnish, and Install or EF&I). We engineer and install in all types 
of environments including the data centers, central offices and controlled environment vaults 
(CEV). We make extending the reach of your network easier by constructing, retrofitting and 
installing remote cabinets and associated electronics.

In addition to EF&I, End-to-end Deployment Services can include full project management, and 
system turn-up, configuration, provisioning, and testing to leave you with a network ready to 
start delivering services to your subscribers.
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PROVEN APPROACH TO DEPLOYING 
NETWORKS FAST AND ON BUDGET

The success of your network deployment project is important to us, 
and Calix Professional Services uses the latest tools and project tracking 
to make sure all the phases of your network build out are expertly delivered. 
On all projects we apply Calix design, construction, installation and turn up best 
practices and use automation tools field proven in over 5,000 customer installations 
like the MobilePRO app. This allows our team to track, document and review every step of 
your network build out ensuring proper material and electronics placement and a quality 
installation. 

A Calix Project Manager (PM) orchestrates all project related activities. The Calix PM 
interfaces with your team (technical resources, managers, and executives) to keep them 
apprised of progress and escalate and resolve any issues. The Calix PM will develop your 
detailed project plan complete with project milestones, roles and responsibilities of all 
parties, and project timelines. Once the project plan is agreed to by all stakeholders it will 
serve as the blueprint for project success.  

 COMPLETE ENGINEER, FURNISH AND INSTALL

Calix offers a complete set of EF&I services to meet the needs of our customers. Each 
project starts with a proposal that includes a detailed scope of work, comprehensive list 
of materials, and a project plan. Customers can customize the deployment offerings to 
match their specific project requirements and build out objectives. 

In addition to a dedicated Project Manager, Calix End-to-end Deployment Services can 
include the following:

Site Survey -  On-site review of central office, data center, and CEV node locations to 
ensure proper power, grounding, rack or cabinet space, and environmental requirements 
exist. For new cabinets or retrofitted locations, the Calix Engineer will assess the project 
location for proper easement, permitting requirements, access to fiber, ground grid 
requirements and technician access for the site build out. 

Steelville Accelerates Massive Infrastructure Upgrades at Record Pace  
with Calix Professional Services
Calix Deployment Services teamed with STE to complete an ambitious network transformation project consisting 
of 119 AXOS E7-2 systems across 58 sites including 6 central offices and completed it 75% faster compared to 
what it would have taken for STE to do it alone. 

“  The project management was some of the best I’ve ever seen, and I’ve dealt with many in the span  
of my career.” 

Kevin Ancell, GM for Steelville Telephone Exchange.

READ THE CASE STUDY
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Inside Plant and Remote Site Engineering – A Calix 
Network Engineer will develop a Detailed Engineering 
Specification Book for each installation site that includes cabling 
and powering requirements, system configuration, and a method of 
procedure (MOP) for installation, turn-up, and testing. For remote sites, the 
Calix engineer will also generate construction drawings detailing pad placement, 
power hookups, cable splicing and specify any make ready work. A complete set of 
engineering deliverables are created for each project, and a MOP is provided that spells out 
the scope of the work. 

Site construction and cabinet placement –  Calix will perform the site preparation and 
construction of the remote sites including ground grid, pad construction, cabinet placement, 
and commercial power hookups.

Cable Splicing (Copper and Fiber) and termination – Depending on the remote or central 
office site, Calix deployment crews will splice and terminate cables to the applicable patch 
panel, frame, or termination block and test for end-to-end continuity. 

Installation material procurement and management – Calix will handle the logistics and 
sourcing of the access electronics and ancillary equipment needed for site construction and 
turn-up. Our field proven automated approach will make sure the right equipment and material 
are delivered and installed at the appropriate site and help you save on costs by up to 20%. 

Site installation – Once the remote cabinet is in place or CO environment is ready, Calix 
will perform installation including overhead racking/superstructure, AC or DC power 
connections, grounding, fiber duct, equipment installation and other activities depending on 
the requirements for the location. For retrofits into existing cabinets where space is an issue, 
Calix can deploy the new technology in parallel enabling minimal disruption to subscribers and 
operations.  

Test and Turn-up – Calix will work either remotely or on site with the CSP to verify proper 

Calix End-to-end Deployment Services will project manage every part of the design, build, 
configuration, and testing of  your new network or expansion initiative.
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operation of system reliability, signal levels, alarming, 
synchronization, management, integration and configuration. 
With Calix Professional Services, there will be no surprises because 
our experts develop and use formal and documented testing protocols 
for all sites to ensure the network nodes can support the services you’ll be 
delivering to your subscribers.

Subscriber and network migration assistance – Migrating existing subscribers over 
to your new technology? Calix Network Engineers reduce the time and impact on your 
subscribers when it comes to migrating them to your new Calix platforms. For migration 
off third party equipment, Calix Professional Services can help your operations team scale 
and finish fast with minimal disruption on your subscribers. For transitioning from older 
generation Calix platforms to newer ones, Calix can reduce the amount of time needed 
by a factor of 10 and do it without the errors and multiple maintenance windows needed 
compared to manual approaches.  

Quality Audits – Lack of management oversight results in a 50% chance that a technical 
build out project will end up needing rework. Calix Quality audits are performed as work is 
completed using automated reports submitted in real-time at various stages in the build 
out process. Any corrective action needed is done immediately which helps reduce re-trips 
and rework by over 70% and means your projects get completed faster with better quality.

 

BENEFITS OF CALIX END-TO-END DEPLOYMENT SERVICES

Calix Professional Services has a proven track record building out networks for our 
Regional, National and International customers. The benefits to your organization include:

• Faster completion of projects by up to 75%
• Reduced need to hire additional contractors allowing you to focus on your business
• Better project management, exceptional quality, less material loss, and fewer re-trips
• Documented engineering drawings and network benchmarking to make future 

troubleshooting and expansion projects easier
• Reduced subscriber disruption for existing networks and an accelerated the time-to-

market for new networks
To find out how Calix Professional Services can accelerate your network build out or 
find out about other Calix Services to help you with planning, deploying or operating your 
network, go to our website or contact a Calix Services expert.

 


